
About Buttons 
Throughout history, buttons have been many things. They are a sign of 
rank in the military. When a soldier refers to 'the Brass,' he means 
those who wear brass buttons on their uniforms.

Hollow buttons have been used to carry secret agent messages, and 
compasses have been hidden inside them to guide spies to rendezvous. 
During WWII, there were experimental buttons that were a 
combination vitamin pill and bouillon cube. They were designed to 
provide captured men with a bit of strength and energy.

Buttons are also love tokens. During the Civil War, soldiers went to battle with a special button, 
with a velvet center, hidden under their uniform collar. When his lady love sewed the button 
into place, she soaked it with her perfume. The soldier could flip over his collar and get a whiff 
of his beloved.

In the royal courts of Europe, the dandies of the 1700s wore large porcelain buttons with 
pictures of courtesans painted on them. A large number of such buttons represented wealth 
because very few could afford these women's favors. King Louis the XIV had fourteen perfectly 
matched diamond buttons on his favorite coat.

Buttons have been made from every substance man has used, from basic clay to space-age 
plastics. A limited number are carefully hand-created masterpieces. Most are turned out by the 
millions. The shapes vary from small thin discs to large gem-encrusted mounds.

Think of buttons as attached jewelry. Take a plain blouse, and add small flat buttons that match 
the fabric. You will get a quiet, understated look. Then try metallic and gem buttons on the same 
blouse, and you have an evening out effect. Whenever you purchase a garment, consider 
upgrading the buttons. Take your new coat to the fabric store and try on buttons. Look for 
buttons that are the same size but of higher quality. Pick the buttons that reflect your style.

Buttons are the one part of the garment that never wears out. Some have family crests and are 
carefully handed down through the generations. There are many different ways to collect 
buttons. Some people only collect metal buttons; others want picture buttons. Military buttons 
are in a category all their own.

Grandma’s button box could be a treasure trove or just a 
bunch of old buttons.

There is much more to sewing on a button than most 
people realize, like any other job. Anybody can get the job 
done, but a few tips and pointers will help get it done 
most efficiently.

Hand sewing needle - Do you have a collection of hand 
sewing needles? Are some of them hand me downs from your mom? Did you get them 
at the dollar store? That 
should be no problem - right? Wrong. 

Old cheap needles have dull points, rough shafts, and ragged eyes.
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Please, take all of your old needles and put them in a small 
box. Yes, all of them. Then go out and buy a new package of 
needles and get them at an up-scale sewing store. Bohin, 
Hemming & Son, John James, Roxanne, and Tulip are some 
of the better names. Go to a finer fabric store or purchase 
them online. They are more expensive, but you are worth it. 

Start with embroidery or crewel-type needles. These types 
have larger eyes than sharps or betweens. The larger the 
number means, the smaller the needle. As with most other 
products, the sizes differ between makers. 

Needles are small, so people think they don’t matter. Quality shows in all tools. After 
you start using quality new needles, you will never return to the old ones. Put the old 
ones in with your craft supplies for poking holes in things. 

Needle Storage

Care must be taken in the storage of needles. Letting them bump 
around with all the other stuff will cause the points to become dull. 
One way to keep from losing needles is always to keep them 
threaded. A bit of bright thread will enable the needle to be found if 
dropped. Make a special place to keep your needles safe and sharp.

Needle Book - Pure wool fabric or wool felt is needed for this 
project. Wool repels water and keeps the needles from rusting. This 
book can be made in any size. Cut two or three pieces of wool into 
rectangles. Layer them and stitch across the middle to create pages. 
Fold it in half and add a tie or button & loop.

Needle Cushion - Not the same as an ordinary pin cushion. Cut 
open an old used pincushion, and you will find several needles 
that have slipped inside. 

Take a bar of soap with the paper wrapper still on it. Wrap it in a 
couple of layers of wool fabric. Hand stitch them on securely. 
Glue a piece of non-skid rubber shelf liner to the bottom. Use this 
for needles only. The needles won’t 
slide inside like they can in a standard 
pin cushion. The soap is soft and will 
not dull the points. There will be a 
little bit of soap on the tips, which will 
help them slide through fabric easier.

A kitchen sponge can also be used as a needle cushion. The 
sponge will not dull the points, and the needles will not slip 
inside. This was a dollar store project - a sponge, a child’s 
plate, and glue. It holds your tools and is easy to move.
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Needle Bowl - At the hardware store, get a mechanic’s parts 
tray—a small metal bowl with a strong magnet on the bottom. 
Get one just for needles. The magnet will keep the needles from 
rolling around and getting dull. Get the larger size mechanic’s 
parts tray for pins. The tray can be placed ironing board and 
won’t fall off when the board is bumped. 

If the steel bowl is too industrial for your taste, purchase strong 
magnets and glue them to the bottom 

of a pretty china dish. Some shelf 
liner on the bottom of the magnets 
will protect your table. Make a small 
one just for needles and another 
larger one for pins. 

If you travel with your sewing, you 
may want to have a cover for your 
needles. Look for a small shallow 
storage box at the craft store and glue a piece of thin sheet 
magnet in the bottom. The locking lid will keep everything 
secure. 

Sewing Thread - Buy quality thread; cheap thread has slubs and thin places. It will 
twist, tangle and break. Do not use old thread on wooden spools. They stopped putting 
home sewing thread on wooden spools over 50 years ago. Thread and fabric deteriorate 
over time and cannot be ‘restored.’ For sewing buttons on heavy coats, use button & 
carpet thread. This heavy thread comes in handy for mending outdoor gear and 
upholstery. 

Many stitchers cut a very long piece of thread to sew on all of the 
buttons without rethreading the needle. This is counterproductive. 

Every time the thread passes through the fabric, it is abraded and stretched. When the 
last button is reached, the thread is thinner and weaker. Also, the eye of the needle rubs 
in one place during the whole operation and often breaks at this spot. The overly long 
thread tangles easily, and more time is spent dealing with the frustrating knots. It is 
much better to cut a short piece of thread for each button.  

Hand needle threader - Yes, the little silver thing with the wire loop 
sticking out. They still make them, and they still work.  

Why are you fumbling and cussing to thread a needle when there are 
many tools to help with this chore? 

They come in different styles, 
shapes, and sizes. Some have 
built-in lights.  
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Sewing machine needle This is used to make a shank under flat buttons. 
Many places say to use a toothpick. The point of the sewing machine needle 
can be poked into the fabric to hold the needle's shank over the center of 
the button spot. The sewing machine needle doesn’t move when trying to 
sew over it.  

Thimble - Yes, a thimble. I know you ‘can’t sew with a thing 
on your finger.’ Sit down with a needle and thread and watch 
how you handle the needle. You poke the point through the 
cloth and push on the eye end. The finger that you push with 
is the one that should be wearing a thimble. 

You don’t have to push with the tip of the finger. You can use the side if that action is 
more comfortable for you. There are hundreds of types of thimbles. Find the one that is 
best for you. 

Interfacing - Just a dime-size bit of lightweight interfacing cut with pinking sheers. It 
can be fused to the Facing of the blouse, or just a swipe of a glue stick will hold it. 

More interfacing may not be needed if the button is sewn on a garment front with a 
facing and interfacing. Look at the end-use of the garment. On a chiffon blouse for you 
this step is unnecessary, on a shirt for a boy, it is a good idea. A small interfacing circle 
will strengthen the fabric and support the button if the buttons are being sewn on for a 
decorative effect. 

Backing buttons - These are often clear but can be any 
color. Sewing through the front button and the backing 
button simultaneously prevents the thread from cutting 
into the garment's fabric. The backing button should have 
the same number of holes as the fashion button. 

Backing buttons can also be used behind decorative 
buttons to provide stability. There is no reason to skip the 
backing button. A tiny doll-sized button can be used 
behind a button on a delicate fabric blouse.

Beeswax - Always wax the thread when sewing on buttons. It eliminates 
tangling, strengthens the thread, and reduces friction. Beeswax has been 
used for centuries. Other products on the market claim to replace 
beeswax, but this is what is used in the finest fashion houses in Paris, 
New York, and Rome.

Instructions 

1. Cut 18 inches of thread. Pull the thread through bee’s wax. Using the needle 
threader, put both cut ends through the eye of the needle. Separate the sides, so the 
loop end is open. 

2. Locate and mark the spot where the button will be.
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3. Stab the needle through the mark from the top, 
making sure the loop end of the thread stays on 
top. Go through the backing button and up 
through the fabric. Pass the needle through the 
thread loop and pull snug—no knot on the back of 
the garment. 

Shank buttons - Sew through the shank and 
backing button only three times. Bring the needle 
up through the backing button and under the 
shank button to finish. Slide the needle between 
the layers of the fabric, starting directly under the 
button and ending an inch or two away. 

Bring the needle up and cut off the thread close to the fabric. The thread will slip back 
into the layers. There is no need to tie a knot. The end is between the layers of the 
fabric, so it can’t work loose. 

Consider using shank buttons before flat buttons. They make the garment look much 
more expensive. Flat buttons can be 
sewn on by machine. Shank buttons 
must be sewn on by hand. Buttons 
are part of the fashion statement of 
the garment. Will they be a focal 
point? Look for high contrast and 
unusual shapes. If understated and 
elegant is the goal, find buttons that 
blend into the fabric. Changing the 
buttons will make a mass-produced 
garment look like a unique creation. 

Flat buttons - Flat buttons need to have a space under them for the buttonhole fabric to 
fit. If the button is sewn flat to the fabric, it will force the buttonhole to gape open and 
stress both the buttonhole and the material under the 
button. 

Steps 1 through 3 above 

4. Position the machine needle so that the shank is over 
the spot, flat side down. Work the point of the needle into 
the fabric to hold it in place. The machine needle can be 
either horizontal or vertical. The holes should line up in 
the same direction as the buttonhole for a button with 
two holes.

6. Place the fashion button on the shank of the needle 
and sew the buttons in place. Go through the fashion and 
backing buttons around the shank of the needle. Make 
three passes up and down. Do not oversew. 
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7. Bring the needle up between 
the button and the fabric. 
Remove the machine needle. 
Loop the thread around the 
button with a half hitch to make a 
shank. Twice only.  

8. Slide the needle between the layers of the fabric, starting directly under the button 
and ending an inch or two away. Bring the needle up and cut off the thread close to the 
material. The thread will slip back into the layers. There is no need to tie a knot. The 
loop around the shank was the knot, and the end is between the layers of the fabric, so 
it can’t work loose.

Button Elevators - Another way to lift the 
button away from the fabric is to use a button 
elevator. The U-shaped opening fits under the 
button holding it off the fabric. Sew gently 
when using a button elevator to keep the fabric 
from being pulled up into the space.

The thickness of the garment determines the 
length of the shank and the depth of the button 
elevator required. Buttons on thick coats must 
have long shanks to enable them to be put 
through the buttonholes easily.

Warning - Sewing with four or more threads in the needle 
does NOT strengthen the button attachment.  
Never sew a button more than three times. The fat mass of 
threads rips bigger holes in the garment fabric and weakens 
the fabric.  
The thread will not break when the button is stressed; it will 
rip a big hole in the material.  
It is always better for the button to break off and be replaced 
than to have the garment ruined by being torn. 

Karen Reichardt - SquareDanceSewing@icloud.com - www.SquareDanceSewing.com
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